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Michelle Short
1. Tell us a little about yourself.
Hello there! My name is Michelle, and I reside in London, UK. I have a
degree in Adult Nursing and Healthcare Practice and have been a nurse
for the last 13 years. I love living in Greater London and couldn’t think of
not living here. It is the perfect combination of city and suburbs!
2. What is your crafting story?
I was always crafty as a child with making scrapbooks, cake decorating,
learning to knit, drawing, and painting, but I started card making about
17 years ago. My cousin started card making and I thought to myself
‘that looks fun; I think I will try it.’ I started with adding pre-made images
to cards and then found stamping and coloring and never looked back! I
started crafting in a professional sense with Design-Team work in 2008. I
have had the privilege of working with a number of different companies,
have been published in magazines, and have been an instructor for online
craft classes since that time.
3. What is your why?
I craft because I enjoy it! I found that over the years it has become a
therapy for me; I can sit and escape from the world for a little while. I also
love sharing with others, so I love being part of the crafting community.
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4. What project has been your favorite or most meaningful to create?
That is difficult to choose! I think one of my recent favorites was a card
that I made using the Craft Your Life Project Kit: Lush Garden. I am not
sure why I like it so much, but I think it has a calming vibe to it. It also uses
one of my favorite pink combos – Cherry Blossom Crisp Dye Inks!

Products Used:
Craft Your Life Project Kit: Lush Garden &
Cherry Blossom Crisp Dye Inks

5. How would you describe your personal crafting style?
I always describe my style as CAS – Clean and Simple. I do sometimes
deviate from it but generally the design is simple in concept. I love white/
negative space and a strong focal point. I also love modern ways to use
florals.
6. Where do you find inspiration?
I find it everywhere! I get a lot of inspiration from other crafters but
also in general life - shop signage, TV advertisements, book covers,
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and in nature/landscapes. You can find inspiration in the oddest of places
sometimes!
7. What is your Altenew story?
I have loved Altenew products since they first arrived in the crafting world. No
one had done florals like Altenew before, and I fell in love with them instantly.
One of my favorites being Peony Bouquet Stamp Set. Over the years I have
had the pleasure of guesting with them, and then at the beginning of 2021, I
started guesting with them regularly for almost all of the release blog hops. I
enjoyed it so much! After about 6-7 months, I was asked if I would like to join
the team full-time. Of course, I said yes!

Products Used:
Peony Bouquet Stamp Set &
Sentiments & Qoutes Stamp Set

8. What is your all time-favorite Altenew product?
WOW! What a difficult question! Honestly, I love so many – stamps, dies, inks,
coloring mediums. As I mentioned before, I am a huge fan of Altenew floral
stamps, but this year, I have fallen in love with the Craft-A-Flower Layering
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Dies. I find them so relaxing building the different layers of the
flowers, and the results are always beautiful.
9. Bonus Question: If you could have your own dream-world craft
room, what would it look like?
Crafty organization is definitely my thing, so I have thought about
this a lot over the years! I really love my current craft room, but if
I could have a dream room, I would have space to have different
crafting stations. I would love to have a separate place for die
cutting and a place for photography, too. It would be so nice not
to have to get out the equipment I need every time and then put it
away again! Of course, there would also be lots of storage space for
yummy Altenew products!

Product Used:
Book Engravings Stamp Set &
Whimsical Herringbone Stamp Set

Product Used:
Craft-A-Flower: Morning Glory
Layering Die Set
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